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Introduction

People with physical disabilities take advantage of a variety of methods to gain access to information technology and to electronic assistive technology for communication, mobility and daily living tasks. Many of these access methods are slow and can lead to frustration, a prime example being the use of switch-activated menu scanning. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is potentially of enormous benefit to people with severe physical disabilities. The tremendous richness of human speech communication gives the user many degrees of freedom for control and input. The speed of speech recognition also gives it a potential advantage over other input methods commonly employed by physically disabled people [1]. Speech technology has “always” (at least since the mid 1990’ies) implicitly or explicitly addressed users with visual or mobile disabilities, sometimes “disguised” as a more general goal of enabling eyes-free/eyes-busy or handsfree/hands-busy access to web browsing and other applications [2].

The ability to control the home is an essential aspect of independence and e-inclusion. Environmental Control Systems (ECSs) are available which address many elements of home management for disabled people, such as control of audio-visual equipment, telephones, doors and curtains as well as the ability to summon assistance. More recently, ECS with speech recognition have been introduced and a number of such systems are available on the market [3].

The program, which reads the text from internet and synthesizes it, was presented in [7]. The universal program for computer and electric devices control by voice commands should be developed during above mentioned project till
2009. The program should satisfy the so called design for all (DfA) or inclusive design principles [8]. An example of applying the DfA-principles is to equip electronic services and applications with intelligent modality adaptive interfaces that let people choose their preferred interaction style depending on the actual task to be accomplished, the context, and their own preferences and abilities.

Speech or voice servers, such as Microsoft Speech Server (MSS) or IBM WebSphere Voice Server (WVS), offer ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) and TTS (Text-To-Speech Synthesis) based speech interfaces. Voice servers integrate together telephony, speech and internet [9]. Both servers still don’t support Lithuanian voice recognition and Lithuanian text to speech synthesis engines. So far the usage of English transcriptions of Lithuanian words is quite suitable solution of voice servers application for Lithuanian language. Investigation of Lithuanian commands recognition by English speech recognition engine should be useful for voice servers adaptation to Lithuanian speech.

Software for computer control by voice

As was mentioned in the introduction, the universal program for computer and electric devices control by voice commands is under development. The program for computer control by voice commands “Balsas” was developed in the first stage. Since this program will be used only under the Windows operating systems so all requirements for user interface were presented taking into account user environment which is characteristic for Windows operating systems. The program “Balsas” is based on Microsoft SAPI (Speech Application Programming Interface) interface implementation. This interface enables development of speech recognition software without detailed knowledge of recognition algorithms. It allows to separate user interface and logic of software functions from speech recognition and audio signal input/output. It is possible to use the program “Balsas” with any installed in the system speech recognition engine which corresponds with SAPI specification. If new speech engine will be installed or current engine will be updated, the control program will be able to work successfully with new engine.

Program “Balsas” is able to work in the background. Program status is shown in the system tray. Here user is able to see the status of program: "listening mode", "non-listening mode". When clicking on the program icon on desktop with mouse user have the possibilities to change program settings, to change program mode, to close program, to get more information about program status (e.g., which voice commands were accepted). In the "listening mode" or active mode program accepts voice commands and responds to them performing pre-selected actions and in the "non-listening mode" or inactive mode program waits while it will be switched to the "listening mode". The view of the program “Balsas” in the active mode is shown in Fig. 1. The field “Hipotezė” in the program panel represents the hypothesized but not recognized command.

Methods to change program status are as follows: change of mode in the system tray, change of mode using combination of keys, switching to the active mode when predefined key is pressed and switching to the inactive mode when the key is released, change of mode using specified voice command. During research phase it must be determined which program status switching way is the most appropriate for the users and this way will be selected as the default (will be used immediately after installation). All other program control modes user will be able to set using program settings.

Another essential feature of the control program is the possibility to make and to change voice commands and the possibility to change reactions to voice commands using the button “Nustatymai” (Settings) (Fig. 1). The view of the window “Nustatymai” in the dictation mode is shown in Fig. 2.

Voice commands and corresponding actions could be grouped into several groups:

**Commands for starting of programs** (the button „Paleisti“ in the Fig. 2). After recognition of some predefined voice commands the actions to start executable files (exe type) are initiated. For example, such command could be used to start internet browser. Also commands of this type could be used to control external devices;

**Commands for opening of websites** (the button „Narštyn“ in the Fig. 2). After recognition of this type of command website which is attributed to the command is
Control of key combinations (the button „Nuspausti“ in the Fig. 2). Simulation by control key combinations enables to control with voice commands the operation of program which has corresponding key combinations. The same key combinations are assigned to the commands of the same purpose in Windows operating system independently from program (e.g., ALT+F4 – to close any window, CTRL+S – in all programs means save the data, CTRL+N – in all browsers opens new window). It is important that in program of our interest as many combinations as possible would be implemented. Realization of browser control by voice is simpler after implementation of key combination simulation;

Input of words by spelling (the button „Diktavimas“ in the Fig. 2). System could be switched to the dictation mode using voice command „Dictation“ or pressing the key „Diktavimas“ (Fig.1). In the dictation mode necessary symbols and letters have corresponding voice commands. For example, if we want to write word „four“ we spell word by letters. One of the possible applications is the input of website name into address toolbar of browser: for example, the handicapped person pronounces first voice command „internet“ – internet browser starts, after second voice command „navigate“ - internet browser sets focus to address field, after third voice command „dictation“ – the dictation mode tunes, after that the website name is set by spelling all internet address with the dots, after the next voice command „stop“ - the command mode tunes and after the last voice command „enter“ – the website is opened.

Four fields are presented in the window “Nustatymai” in the dictation mode (Fig. 2):
• „Pasirinkta“ (Selected) – the new voice command could be turned on or turned off in this field;
• „Komanda“ (Command) – voice command which is used in the recognition process;
• „Pavadinimas“ (Title) – the title of voice command;
• „Klavišų kombinacija“ (Key combination) – the keys which are pressed after the recognition of voice command.

It is obvious, that the recognition accuracy of letters could be considerably improved using the appropriate set of words, as in the Morse alphabet (for example, „sun“ is used for „s“, „dog“ is used for „d“ and so on).

The fields in the window „Nustatymai“ in the command mode are similar to the ones presented in Fig. 2, except the field „Adresas“ (address) in the settings of commands for opening of websites and the field „Klasės“ (path) in the settings of commands for starting of programs.

Program „Balsas“ has the possibility to use program plug-ins which could extend functions of program and provide possibilities to control necessary programs or external devices by voice. All installed plug-ins are registered during system startup. It is possible to establish voice commands in the program settings which could be transferred to select plug-in. During operation the program will recognize voice commands and will transfer further operation to plug-in associated with the program. Plug-ins will be realized as DLL libraries (Dynamic Link Library) and will be placed into the appropriate directory. This provides opportunity to write plug-in using any available programming language. Input data for plug-in are recognized phrases and the purpose of plug-in is the realization of expected reaction: this could be control of specialized program with some necessary logic or control of external device via USB or COM ports. It is enough to create new plug-in when adapting the program for new device. When new device will be attached and new plug-in will be installed the program immediately will begin to respond to the implemented commands. User could change voice commands and activate or deactivate them in program settings.

The program “Balsas” employs Microsoft Speech SDK 5.1 version which is compatible with older Windows versions (Windows XP, Windows 2000, and Windows 98). SAPI 5.3 version is provided only with the Windows Vista operating system so it is still unreasonable to use this version. New speech technologies library codenamed Speech FX is intended to use under Microsoft NET environment. Unfortunately this library is included only to the newest version of .NET Framework 3.0 so Speech FX is not used for speech recognition. NET technology - Microsoft Visual Studio’2005 programming environment with Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 and Visual C# programming language were selected for realization of program.

Software and hardware for control of electric devices by voice

The Universal Serial Bus (USB) is a fast and flexible interface for connecting devices to computers. Every new PC has at least a couple of USB ports that you can connect to a keyboard, mouse, scanners, external disk drives, printers, and standard and custom hardware of all kinds. Inexpensive hubs enable you to add more ports and peripherals as needed.

The human interface device (HID) class was one of the first USB classes to be supported under Windows. On PCs running Windows 98 or later, applications can communicate with HIDs using the drivers built into the operating system. For this reason, USB devices that fit into the HID class are some of the easiest to get up and running. The designation human interface suggests that the device interacts directly with people. A device may detect when someone presses a key or moves a mouse or joystick, or the host may send a message that translates to a joystick effect that the user experiences. The classic examples of HIDs are keyboards, mice, and joysticks. Other HIDs include front panels with knobs, switches, buttons, and sliders; remote controls; telephone keypads; and game controls such as steering wheels.

Windows provides two ways for applications to communicate directly with HIDs: Windows API functions and the APIs supported by DirectX. Communicating with a HID isn’t as simple as opening a port, setting a few parameters, and then reading and writing data, as you can do with RS-232 and parallel ports. Before an application
can exchange data with a HID, it has to identify the device and get information about its reports. To do this, the application has to jump through a few hoops by calling a series of API functions. The application first finds out what HIDs are attached to the system. It then examines information about each HID until it finds one with the desired attributes. For a custom device, the application can search for specific Vendor and Product IDs or the application can search for a device of a particular type, such as a mouse or joystick. After finding a device, the application can exchange information with it by sending and receiving reports [10].

While the universal program for computer and electric devices control by voice commands is under development, the simple recognition program “Simple Dictation” was adapted for control of electric devices by voice. This program is supplied together with Microsoft Speech SDK. HID API functions for HID device searching, sending and receiving reports were added to this program. USB interface board VM110 and relay board VM129 were used as hardware for control of electric devices by voice [11]. The developed system can turn on or turn off eight electric devices by voice commands, but it can be easily supplemented with other functions, because USB interface board has digital inputs and analog inputs/outputs too.

The projection based speech recognition algorithm

Lithuanian speech recognition engine “ARVRKRPK Lithuanian Recognizer” was created using speaker dependent projection based recognition algorithm [12]. This algorithm was developed as a highly phonetically motivated alternative to DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) or HMM (Hidden Markov Models) speech recognition models [13]. The projection method is based on phonetically segmented speech features. The segmentation function is smoothed using linear and nonlinear filtering. Each utterance then is divided to stationary and transient phoneme like segments. The average number of the stationary - transient segment pairs is approximately equal to number of phonemes per utterance. The stationary and transient markers of the three different utterances of the same word, which has the following phonetic content: fricative-1st diphthong-sonant-2nd diphthong, are presented in Fig.3. The only single phonetic segmentation error in the right column between 1st diphthong and sonant is observed. The internal segmentation of diphthong was correct.

![Fig. 3. Three phonetically segmented speech examples: from top: a – speech, b – sonogram, c – stationary (lower) and transient (higher) segment markers](image)

The comparison of test and reference patterns is performed using local similarity matrix where only segmented feature vectors are implemented. The projection is the max value of similarity, bound with the given row or column of similarity matrix and satisfying the restrictions of the global similarity measure. The essence of the restrictions: the global similarity measure is evaluated only from 2 or 3 diagonals, which show the greatest sum of projections.

The projection algorithm outperforms DTW (error decreases about twice) for the same phonetically segmented sequences [12]. The projection algorithm allowed to implement the “averaging” (the repetitions of a given phonetically segmented phrase). This feature can be applied for the averaging of many pronunciations of the same word and, in this way, it could help to create the more reliable word references or to detect and to collect the same phonetic units automatically [14]. The original method of detecting boundaries of words was used in projection based recognition algorithm [15].

Investigation of Lithuanian commands recognition

The program for computer control by voice commands “Balsas” is in the stage of developing: the set of voice commands with the best recognition accuracy should be determined. Another set of words should be defined for the reliable input of words by spelling. Then the investigation of selected Lithuanian voice commands recognition accuracy should be performed.

The program for control of electric devices by voice was tested with Lithuanian and English speech recognition engines: ten Lithuanian commands of electric devices switching were chosen for recognition accuracy investigation (Table 1). All commands differ by acoustic content: instead of using the similar commands “turn-on the lamp”, “turn-off the lamp”, unlike commands “fire the lamp”, “out the light” are used.

Lithuanian speech recognition engine “ARVRKRPK Lithuanian Recognizer” and Microsoft English US 6.1 recognition engine were used in the investigation of recognition accuracy. In order to improve the recognition
quality of Lithuanian commands recognition by English recognition engine, it is possible to use English transcriptions of Lithuanian words. This way English speech recognition engine interprets spoken word as English one and sometimes the improvement is quite noticeable. English transcriptions of Lithuanian commands were chosen using Microsoft English speech synthesizer: each Lithuanian command was synthesized and the most similar to Lithuanian pronunciation English transcription was selected.

Table 1. Lithuanian commands and their English transcriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electric device</th>
<th>Command</th>
<th>English transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td>Uždek lempą</td>
<td>uzhdeek lempah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn on)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gesink šviesą</td>
<td>geh sink shviesaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn off)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>Paleisk muziku</td>
<td>pah leighsk muzikaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn on)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stabdyk radiją</td>
<td>stabdeek muzikaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn off)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltmeter</td>
<td>Pamatuoč įtampą</td>
<td>paamaatooook etampaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn on)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baik matavimą</td>
<td>bike matavymaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn off)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscilograph</td>
<td>Parodyk grafiką</td>
<td>paroodeek graffickaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn on)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Išjunk oscilografa (turn off)</td>
<td>ishjuuunk vostselloghraa fiaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorder</td>
<td>Įrašyk signalą</td>
<td>eerrrasheek signaluolah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn on)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nutrauk įrašymą</td>
<td>nuhtrraaak eerrraasahimaah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(turn off)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy of Lithuanian commands recognition by Lithuanian and English speech recognition engines is shown in the Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Recognition accuracy of Lithuanian commands

The average accuracy of Lithuanian commands recognition by English recognizer was 93.8%, the average accuracy of Lithuanian commands recognition by Lithuanian recognizer – 99.5%. The training procedure is needful for Lithuanian recognizer while English recognizer is speaker-independent.

Conclusions

Two programs were developed during the first stage of the project „Lithuanian multimodal voice services“: one – for computer control by voice (Internet Explorer or any other computer program, which supports special keyboard combinations could be controlled by voice commands, input of words by spelling could be performed by voice), second – for switching of electric devices by voice (electric devices could be turned on or off by voice with additional USB-based hardware). Both programs are SAPI-based and can work with any Windows operation system’s recognition engine.

The accuracy of recognition of ten Lithuanian commands by Lithuanian and English speech recognition engines was checked: the average accuracy of Lithuanian commands recognition by English recognizer was 93.8%, the average accuracy of Lithuanian commands recognition by Lithuanian recognizer – 99.5%. The training procedure is necessary for Lithuanian recognizer while English recognizer is speaker-independent.

The universal program for computer and electric devices control by voice commands should be developed till 2009 and used for disabled people.
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Paper deals with the speech recognition software for controlling computer programs and electric devices by voice. Internet Explorer or any other computer program, which supports special keyboard combinations could be controlled by voice commands. The essential features of the control program are: the possibility to work with any installed in the system speech recognition engine, the possibility to make and to change voice commands and to change reactions to voice commands, the possibility to input the text by spelling. Electric devices could be turned on or turned off by voice with additional USB-based hardware. Speaker dependent projection based recognition algorithm, which was used in Lithuanian speech recognition engine, is described. The accuracy of recognition of ten Lithuanian commands by Lithuanian and English speech recognition engines was checked. Demonstrations of computer and electric devices control by voice commands are prepared. Ill. 4, bibl. 14 (in English; summaries in English, Russian and Lithuanian).


Analizuojamos programas gaudomos užduotis kompiuterio ir elektrinių prietaisų valdymui. Įvairūs programiniai įranga kompiuteriui valdyti ir elektrinius prietaisus įsijungti ir išjungti. Interneto naršyklė ar bet kuri kita kompiuterio programa, palaikanti speciais klaviatūros klavišų combinaicijas, gali būti valdoma balso kambodomis. Kompiuterio valdymo balso programas esminės ypatybės: galimybė dirbti su bet kuriuo kompiuteriu ir naudoti įranga, kaip atpažinimo būdu; galimybė įvadinti balso komandą atpažininkliu, galimybė atpažinti balso komandą ir pasirinkti įvairias atpažinimą atpažininkliu. Pristatomi įvairūs atpažinimai su anglų kalbos ir lietuvių kalbos atpažininkliais tiksliu tyrimo rezultatai. Paruoštos kompiuterio valdymo balso ir elektrinių prietaisų įsijungimu ir išjungimu balso demonstracijos. Ill. 4, bibl. 14 (anglų kalba, santraukos anglų, rusų ir lietuvių k.).